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It has been a great privilege to have been drawn into Bob Cover's world on several occasions. Just a little more than a year ago, we were part of a seminar studying questions of Community, Citizenship, and Jewish Law in Jerusalem. Yet it was as a legal historian that I felt the greatest connection to Bob. His *Justice Accused* was a remarkable inspiration to those of us who have felt the chasm between law and justice in American law schools and have been aware of the ways in which positivism in philosophy and history has legitimated this separation through a pseudo-scientific understanding of the human condition. By highlighting the connection between his own anti-Vietnam War convictions and his study of the moral and psychological dilemmas of anti-slavery judges, he turned history into complex questions of moral responsibility, not capable of being evaded by the restrictive definitions of professional role that both law professors and historians regularly bring to their tasks.

Anglo-American legal history has remained divorced from questions of legal and political theory. Just as Anglo-American legal theory since Bentham and Austin has been notoriously ahistorical—encouraging each generation of theorists to search anew for universal truth untempered by the need to account for historical variation and contingency—so too Anglo-American legal history has been persistently untheoretical. Legal historians unfortunately have associated objectivity with a brand of untheoretical antiquarianism. Yet, since political and legal theory are intimately involved in issues of legitimation of the way things are, and of how we got to where we are, they inevitably draw legal history into the debate over how we arrived at the present and whether there are “lessons” that can be learned from the past. Many of the interpretive issues in legal history implicitly raise questions similar to those in legal and political theory: whether there is a pattern of conflict versus consensus, continuity versus discontinuity, and whether the way things are is the way they had to be.

Many of the great legal historians never explicitly addressed the theoretical issues to which their work was linked. Only after three quarters of a century do we see clearly that Maitland's inquiry into early feudal forms of property was intimately related to the then raging theoretical
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debate about *Gemeinschaft* and *Gesellschaft*. Maitland's legal history was closely tied to a defense of Liberal individualism against collectivists on both Left and Right, who claimed that status-based, pre-modern forms of property had been spared from the influences of atomistic individualism. But for some reason he never wished to let us in on the secret.

Only many years later does one appreciate that Paul Samuel Reinsch's Thesis, that American colonial law substantially broke from the English common law tradition, was an application of the Frontier Thesis of his mentor, Frederick Jackson Turner. Turner's Frontier Thesis favored environmental determinism over widely shared conceptions of an Anglo-Saxon national character as the motive force of historical development, and it presented American history as a sharp break with the past, not as a gradual social Darwinist evolution. Since Turner and his disciples regarded Eastern cultural hegemony as based on Eastern claims to be the direct heirs to a stratified English culture, it is not surprising that they should have insisted that American democratic law broke decisively with English ways. However, Reinsch also implicitly attacked the conservative Anglophilic content of the Langdellian method, its belief that the life of the law has been logic, and its evolutionist theory of the common law. Yet, though much ink was spilled over whether the seventeenth century pleadings in Massachusetts and the King's Bench were the same or different, no one stopped to ask what was at stake in proving or disproving the Reinsch Thesis.


I. **Lochner and the Substance-Procedure Distinction**

The debate over the character of American constitutional jurisprudence in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—the period of the so-called *Lochner* Court—dramatically illustrates the way in which arguments in legal history serve as proxies for more general controversies in legal and political theory. To a surprising extent, the picture we have of the Court between 1880 and 1937 is the product of winners' history. There is no more widely accepted dogma in American constitutional history than that *Lochner* resulted from the late nineteenth century Supreme Court's radical reversal of American constitutional premises. According to the conventional position, the Court maintained a continuity of view until the 1880's. The decisions of the *Lochner* Court were said to depart abruptly from the heretofore consistently followed norms of constitutional decisionmaking.

In retrospect, however, there is an astonishing continuity in the Supreme Court's underlying vision during its first 150 years. The substantive due process of the *Lochner* era seems more like an extension of John Marshall's contracts clause jurisprudence and antebellum state court decisions under takings clauses than some sharp discontinuity in constitutional ideology. Far from being an anomaly, the creation of anti-redistributive constitutional checks on legislatures has taken multifarious paths in American constitutional law.

By viewing *Lochner* through the lens of the current debate over the Republican or Liberal character of American constitutional thought, we
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can focus more clearly on the nature of the holding in that case and on its subsequent reinterpretation. An earlier generation interpreted the postbellum rise of laissez-faire and its incarnation in the *Lochner* decision as fueled by a desire to let the free market trump protective governmental regulation. The revisionists see instead a continuation of the Jacksonian Liberal vision of a neutral state that would prevent “the interests” from using government to feather their own nests. Justices Cooley and Miller revealed their Jacksonian roots, for example, in the *Municipal Bond Cases*, where they argued that the anti-laissez-faire position was being used by the railroads to get a larger share of the pie. The *Income Tax Case* of 1895, although framed in more technical constitutional terms, ultimately expressed the view that any progressive (and hence redistributive) income tax was illegitimate. But that view, I believe, has its deep roots in the Liberal conception of a neutral state that first began to emerge in early American constitutional history and was developed and elaborated over the course of the nineteenth century.

The late nineteenth century insistence on a neutral state that was, above all, anti-redistributionist arose simultaneously out of a conservative fear that the state might be used as a levelling device and a Progressive fear that the state was becoming the instrument not only of the wealthy and the powerful, but also of corrupt city political machines.

The rise of the Regulatory Welfare State in the twentieth century represented a fundamental assault on this widely shared constitutional ideal. Convinced that a redistributionist state was both necessary and just in an industrial society in which inequality and oppression were increasing, twentieth century Progressives sought to delegitimate the anti-redistributionist picture of the neutral state. In Europe, as Schumpeter showed so brilliantly in his *The History of Economic Analysis*, the challenge to Liberalism’s assumption of neutrality focused on questions of economic policy: the progressive income tax in the English budget of 1911, the gold standard versus governmental interference with the money sup-
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ply, the tariff versus free market policy. All of these debates identified neutrality with the "natural" self-executing market economy. But, as is so typical in American history, here the central arena of controversy over the Liberal idea of the neutral state was constitutional law. It was here that Progressive historians and their New Deal successors challenged the *Lochner* Court's assumption of neutrality.

If we look at how the arguments developed, we will see, I think, the exact moment at which the meaning of the *Lochner* era was mystified and misrepresented. There were, roughly speaking, two lines of attack, two delegitimizing strategies. The first was the argument that democracy required judicial restraint. Drawing on Thayer's famous 1893 essay, the Progressives argued not only that judicial review was undemocratic but that the *Lochner* Court had departed from a well established historical baseline of judicial restraint. Thousands of pages were written purporting to demonstrate that, under the influence of either natural law or mechanical jurisprudence, the Supreme Court had violated precedent, converted procedural into substantive due process, and subverted the ideal of judicial restraint.

The second line of attack focused not on questions of institutional legitimacy but on the substantive premises that lay behind the Liberal idea of a neutral state. How could the free market conceptions that made freedom of contract a constitutional ideal be defended in light of the vastly unequal market power existing between unorganized labor and increasingly concentrated corporate capital? How could there be a coherent distinction between the state and the market (or between public and private realms) when cartelization was creating private economic power that made public power pale in comparison? How could there be a vital, effective, flourishing democracy, they asked, when prevailing constitutional doctrine legitimated a society growing ever more unequal in wealth and power?

The first line of attack prevailed and was drawn into the mainstream of constitutional discourse in its 1950's Legal Process-Neutral Principles mode. This theory built on previously established assumptions of consti-

stitutional historians that the *Lochner* Court represented some special aberration which a more neutral constitutional theory could address and correct. The procedural tack allowed New Deal thinkers to explain their revolution opportunistically. It was represented not as the justifiable overthrow of anachronistic nineteenth century Liberalism, whose conception of an anti-redistributive state was incompatible with the moral and political premises of a Regulatory Welfare State. Instead, it was portrayed as a healthy and normal corrective to a *Lochner* Court that itself had strayed from an historically neutral baseline of democracy and judicial restraint. For the past fifty years, there has been a symbiotic relationship between constitutional legitimation of the New Deal and delegitimation of the *Lochner* Court.

The delegitimating argument that the New Deal constitutional historians chose had clear strategic advantages. It is more difficult to justify a constitutional revolution on substantive than on procedural grounds, easier to claim that one is restoring the neutral and natural according to some meta-historical baseline of neutrality. Wherever legitimacy is defined by law, there will be a clear advantage to those who argue for continuity or the restoration of continuity over discontinuity, and a benefit to those who mask—both to themselves and others—the existence of any changes they institute. It is more difficult to justify great changes as desirable than to represent them as a return to some Golden Age.

Any powerful substantive vision of what made the change imperative, however, is lost by such a form of justification. We have gradually lost touch with the reasons why the idea of a neutral state was incoherent and depended on unsupportable background assumptions about the relationships between state and society, public and private law, freedom and coercion, rights and duties. Some of our most prominent legal thinkers have returned virtually unchallenged to *Lochner* Court assumptions, in part because for almost fifty years constitutional historians have taught that the dispute was over disembodied institutional ideas of legislative power and judicial restraint, not over law as the embodiment of substantive visions of the good society.
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II. REPUBLICANISM VERSUS LIBERALISM

The current debate over whether early American political and constitutional thought is more aptly characterized as Republican or Liberal promises to spark renewed consideration of the entire body of American constitutional history. I believe there is an important line of development between the Liberal ideal of a neutral, night-watchman state of Madison’s Tenth Federalist and the ideas of neutrality that were most elaborately expressed in the Classical legal thought of the Lochner era. Moreover, the Republicanism-Liberalism schism in early American thought probably continues along some of its axes into the present day.

What contemporary issues are at stake in the Republicanism-Liberalism debate? Perhaps the best way to approach this question is through a brief—and superficial—intellectual history of the dispute.

Bernard Bailyn, J.G.A. Pocok, and Gordon Wood are the names most often associated with the resurgence of an emphasis on Republican political thought. But even before them, Karl Polanyi stressed the normative aspect of the thought of Adam Smith. The recent publication of Smith’s Lectures on Jurisprudence strikingly confirms that, unlike that of his successors, Smith’s thought was rooted in a conception of political economy which started from not only a labor theory of value but, more important, a self-consciously normative political culture that subordinated economic to political ideas. The Lectures place Smith clearly in the great line of Republican political sociologists from Montesquieu to Tocqueville. But, even more important, they underline the late eighteenth century Republican theory of law as constitutive, and creative, of political culture. Smith explains the shift from feudal to liberal ideas of property not as the unfolding of economic necessity, but as the self-conscious use of law to perfect and improve society and human nature. No wonder that Jefferson repeated over and over again that Smith was one of his intellectual heroes.
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One issue in the Republicanism-Liberalism debate is the status of positivism, or the separation of facts and values. Beginning in the 1950's, Straussian have been attacking both Marxism and Liberal instrumentalism from the Right.\(^4\) J.G.A. Pocock’s appeal to the tradition of civic virtue resonates with these anti-positivist appeals to an Aristotelian community; politics is not a superstructure or the battleground for atomized individuals but an independently vital form of human fulfillment and development.\(^4\) Similarly, Bernard Bailyn’s work is primarily directed against Beardianism in American history and, to the extent that Beard is a stand-in for Marx, to the reductionist base-superstructure methodolody of orthodox European Marxism.\(^4\) By emphasizing ideological origins, Bailyn insists on the autonomy of ideas and cultural traditions.\(^4\) And, like Pocock, he provides a path out of instrumental social science’s use of class or interest group explanations of social change. If Bailyn’s work has a conservative spin because of his sense that revolutionary ideology bore a distorted or pathological relationship to reality,\(^4\) Gordon Wood’s great book\(^4\) sought to relegitimate the Beardian social conflict model without returning to its simple reductionist premises. Along with Pocock, Wood was the first writer to see that Republicanism was a truly coherent political alternative to Liberalism in American thought.

Liberalism has stood for a subjective theory of value, a conception of individual self-interest as the only legitimate animating force in society, a night-watchman state, and denial of any conception of an autonomous public interest independent of the sum of individual interests. Republicanism has stood for the primacy of politics and the relative independence of ideals of the good life from economic forces. It has emphasized the growth and development of human personality in active political life. It has proceeded from some objective conception of the public interest and conceived of a state that could legitimately promote virtue.\(^4\)

When one asks who were the Liberals in 1789 and who were the Republicans, however, the argument becomes endlessly complex. Only
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ideal types can be identified, and even Hamilton and Jefferson will not easily fit the Liberal or Republican models. These models capture only implicit tendencies, at best immanent in the thought of any one person. If, in 1720, attitudes towards commerce or property were fundamental in defining the Republican-Liberal or Court Party-Country Party dichotomy, these particular variables may have been relatively unimportant in 1800. If one of the decisive questions in 1787 was whether there could be Republican government over a large territory, that question may have been insignificant in England twenty years earlier or in America twenty years later. In 1750, one's conception of law may have been relatively unimportant in defining the essence of Republicanism; in 1890, it may well have been at the core of the tradition.

Regardless of their posture on political issues at any particular time, both the Liberal and the Republican traditions have sought to appropriate law to their visions. In the Liberal tradition, a neutral state with its neutral law could provide the framework for a neutral market society. The Republican synthesis, however, viewed law as having an affirmative role in constituting a community. For example, as William Treanor has shown, the surprising absence of just compensation clauses in post-revolutionary state constitutions was based on powerful Republican communitarian conceptions of property. The Republican communitarian model absorbed and modified the then widely accepted feudal-common law view that all property was held in trust for the king. Indeed, from this perspective, the contract clause decisions of the Marshall Court represent a significant shift; they are important in establishing a Liberal conception of the relationship between state and individual. The Fifth Amendment to the federal Constitution, moreover, represents a dramatic Liberal reversal of the dominant conception of the relationship between the state and individual property holdings.

In this light, the dissenting opinion of Justice Gibson of Pennsylvania in *Eakin v. Raub*, opposing judicial review, becomes not some aberrational democratic protest but part of a more deeply rooted Republican conception of government; if the polity is not an arena of competing interests from which some individuals or interests need protection, but rather a forum through which individuals constitute themselves and achieve a pub-
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lic good, it is difficult to justify judicial override of legislative action. The separation of powers and such oddities as the system of legislative review of judgments, widespread in the New England states between 1800 and 1825, can also be seen as deriving from a Republican vision.

If the Liberal idea of law was that it was a necessary evil, the price that individuals needed to pay for a reasonable degree of security, the Republican vision of law was as normative and constitutive of culture, and as potentially positive and emancipatory. Law could create structures that enabled individuals and communities to fulfill their deepest aspirations. The twentieth century creation of a dichotomy between natural law and positive law has prevented us from capturing this Republican idea of law. The attack by Progressives on classical legal thought misleadingly charged late nineteenth century orthodoxy with a natural law position. The positivist position of many Progressives kept them from appreciating that there were many normative elements built into legal categorization and legal reasoning—a famous constitutional law example being the Doctrine of Implied Limitations—that were not experienced as importing external higher law principles into the body of law.

What is so striking about Holmesian legal positivism as expressed in The Path of the Law is that it represents—at least at the explicit level—a dramatic reversal of the ordinary normative conception of law that has prevailed throughout most of American history. Holmes's prepositivist work, The Common Law, had shared the view held by many of his contemporaries that the common law was an expression of custom which itself had a normative and evolutionary character. As Robert Cover demonstrated in Justice Accused, some anti-slavery judges were able to conceive of law as incorporating normative ideals while at the same time rejecting any appeal to higher law outside of the body of legal principles.

In my view, the stark jurisprudential dichotomy between natural law and positive law is itself a twentieth century positivist creation that has kept us from seeing the way in which all legal structures inevitably embody normative positions. When one creates a pyramidal and categorical legal structure, as late nineteenth century classical legal thought aspired
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to do, one also becomes committed to deductive and formalistic legal reasoning. All legal questions become on-off questions, questions of kind. In contrast, when one conceives of legal phenomena along a horizontal continuum, as Holmes eventually did, all legal questions become matters of degree, not of kind, and legal reasoning emphasizes balancing tests and trade-offs.

All legal systems have a legal architecture that categorizes and classifies legal phenomena. And every system of legal architecture incorporates deep into that structure a set of normative premises about the proper way to talk about law. Whether there are distinctively Republican or distinctively Liberal systems of legal architecture is a subject worthy of future scholarship. But that endeavor will be impeded if we remain stuck with the formalistic distinction between natural law and positivism.

We must become more self-conscious about legal historiography and the ways in which controversies over political and legal theory influence legal historical inquiry. It is time for us to bridge the chasm between legal theory and legal history.
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